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Institutional pressures and sustainability assessment in supply chains

Abstract

**Purpose:** Firms are increasingly held accountable for the welfare of workers across entire supply chains and so it is surprising that standard forms of governance for socially sustainable supply chain management have not yet emerged. Assessment initiatives have begun to develop as a proxy measure of social sustainable supply chain management. This research examines how social sustainability assessment initiatives instigate and use institutional pressures to drive third party accreditation as the legitimate means of demonstrating social sustainability in a global supply chain.

**Design/methodology/approach:** Ten assessment initiatives focused on assuring social sustainability across supply chains are examined. Data is collected through interviews with senior managers and publicly available secondary material.

**Findings:** The findings show how the social sustainability assessment initiatives act by instigating institutional pressures indirectly rather than directly. Coercive pressures are the most prevalent and are exerted through consumers and compliance requirements. The notion of pressures operating as a chain is proposed, and the recognition that actors within and outside of a supply chain are crucial to the institutionalization of social sustainability is discussed.

**Originality/value:** Studies on sustainable supply chain management often focus on how companies sense and act upon institutional pressures. To add to the extant body of knowledge this study focuses on the sources of the pressures and demonstrates how assessment initiatives use coercive, normative and mimetic pressures to drive the adoption of social sustainability assessment in supply chains.
Introduction

Research on social sustainability is gaining momentum to keep pace with firms’ heightened interest in the topic as previously its application to the supply chain domain has been limited, particularly when compared to research on environmental sustainability (Marshall et al., 2015a). The supply chain function is critical in terms of both its efforts to deliver on social sustainability goals as well as mitigating the exposure to risk for buyers. For example, the use of child labor and poor labor practices by a supplier can significantly damage company, and supply chain, reputation and performance (Grosvold et al., 2014; Sancha et al., 2015). Research focusing on environmental sustainability in supply chains often adopts an institutional theory or stakeholder perspective on why firms adopt such green practices (e.g. González et al. 2008; Wu et al., 2012). Institutional theory, with its focus on conformance (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983), also provides a fitting lens for investigating social sustainability in supply chains and we use it to frame our research on the adoption of social sustainability assessment in global supply chains.

There are several streams of institutional theory, and our focus is on the variant whereby institutional elements are viewed as a class of elements that explain the existence and persistence of certain organizational forms (Scott, 1987), dating to the works of Meyer and Rowan (1977). We build on DiMaggio and Powell’s (1983) work on institutional pressures causing isomorphism in organizational forms. Extensive research emphasizes the role of institutional mechanisms in diffusing organizational practices; the most prevalent of which focuses on the three institutional pressures – normative, coercive and mimetic. Institutional theory oriented research within supply chain management (SCM) in particular is often more focused on the impacts of the adoption of practices, rather than on how certain practices originally come to be seen as legitimate or on the strategies of social movements (Bruton et al., 2010; Burchell and Cook,
Thus researchers are urged to study the standard setting organizations and their role in changing sustainability practices along product supply chains (Ingenbleek and Reinders, 2013). Studying diffusions of practices and the ensuing isomorphism is contingent upon identifying the agents of institutional diffusion as well as the channels used (Guler et al., 2002).

In this study our aim is to investigate how institutional pressures are exerted on supply chain actors by voluntarily adopted third party assessment initiatives\(^1\) to reinforce social sustainability as the legitimate way of doing business. This approach has been defined as process-based as it involves the monitoring of the trading practices of supply chains (Marshall et al., (in press)). While recognizing how voluntary assessment initiatives are only one of the likely sources of social sustainability pressure for companies, we chose to investigate these initiatives as given their role in socially sustainable supply chains, instigating such pressures would appear to be their raison d’etre. As not all of these organizations certify or formally accredit supply chain actors, but rather expect codes of conduct or guidelines to be adhered to, we have used the collective term of social sustainability assessment initiative to capture the essence of the organization. These assessment initiatives expect all firms to use clearly defined and transparent socially sustainable trading practices in their business operations i.e. to exhibit isomorphism in their supply chains when it comes to social sustainability. Their goal is for social sustainability to

\(^1\) Throughout the study we focus on social sustainability initiatives based on voluntary standards and third party verification processes rather than those that are mandatory or private and therefore either a legal requirement or internally developed and monitored by firms (Giovannucci and Ponte, 2005). Voluntary standards are perceived as having greater legitimacy than private standards as they are independent from corporations (Gereffi, et al., 2005) and focus on external authentication (Giovannucci and Ponte, 2005).
be seen as the only legitimate way to conduct trading relations, particularly with producers located in the global South (Reinecke et al., 2012).

Our chosen focus is to develop current understanding of the institutional pressures exerted by third parties on supply chain actors to voluntarily adopt social sustainability assessment. To date, research on supply chain sustainability has focused more significantly on environmental, rather than social, aspects (Morali and Searcy, 2013; Moxham and Kauppi, 2014; Sancha et al., 2015). In particular, the use of institutional theory in social sustainability context has been limited in supply chain management research (Zorzini et al., 2015). As noted, research in this area has studied the impact of adopting certain practices and hence there is a paucity of research examining how certain practices originate. Thus by studying how social sustainability pressures are exerted on supply chain actors we offer an important complementary viewpoint to the prevalent stream of research focusing on the “outcome” of this process, i.e. the adoption of practices at firm level due to institutional pressures. By investigating the origins of how pressures are applied to firms as part of institutionalizing a new supply chain governance approach we provide a comprehensive analysis of how supply chain practices become institutionalized.

Utilizing social, rather than environmental, sustainability as the context of our investigation of institutional pressures is suitable given the increasing amount of studies pointing to the performance benefits of environmental practices (e.g. Rao and Holt, 2005; Vachon and Klassen, 2008; Green et al. 2012). These findings suggest that in the future institutional pressures may have a more limited role in the adoption of environmental practices as firms will adopt them for
predominantly economic gains. For social sustainability similar performance benefits are not (at least yet) demonstrated widely, and so this context is likely to offer a richer study setting to examine institutional pressures. Further, as Kauppi (2013) notes, the operationalization of institutional pressures is not yet well developed. Thus our qualitative case study approach to the origins of social sustainability pressures is both suited given the maturity of institutional theory applications in socially sustainable supply chain management, as well as important in helping future research better understand the forms of institutional pressures organizations face.

Our findings also have implications for practice. We are able to provide managerial guidance to firms striving for legitimacy in their sustainable supply chain practices as well as to assessment initiatives in their quest to become mainstream and influence organizational practices. Identifying the approaches by which firms are pressured to adopt certain supply chain practices to enhance legitimacy can assist firms in making more informed choices regarding their engagement with third party assessment.

In the following, we first present the literature review of institutional theory with a focus on normative, coercive and mimetic institutional pressures (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). We review this literature with respect to socially sustainable supply chain management and pose a research question to frame our study. We then explain our methodology, as well as the results of the data analysis. We discuss our findings and offer conclusions. Finally, we acknowledge the limitations of the study and provide suggestions for further work in this area.
Literature review: institutional isomorphism through pressures to conform

Institutional theorists see organizational action as a result of exogenous sources that modify organizational decision-making (Heugens and Lander, 2009). The theory has been used to explain the persistence of certain organizational structures and ideals (Weerakkody et al., 2009). The adoption of legitimated elements increases an organization’s survival probability as legitimacy is needed to gain support from one’s constituents (Lamin and Zaheer, 2012; Maclean and Benham, 2010). Conformance with what is legitimate simultaneously leads to an organizations’ isomorphism with its environment (Heugens and Lander, 2009; Zucker, 1987). Institutional pressures originate from e.g. regulatory structures, cultural practices, influence of dominant organizations, and explain the cohesion of organizations, fields and industries (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). Firms seek the approval of – and thus follow the guidelines from - these actors as they provide important support for firm legitimacy (Heugens and Lander, 2009). The institutional pressures that drive isomorphism and guide what is legitimate, as defined by DiMaggio and Powell (1983), take three forms: normative, coercive and mimetic. We present each of these in the following sections, discuss them in relation to the context of our study and develop a research question designed to extend the current line of enquiry.

Normative pressure

Normative pressures concern organizational domains establishing joint control over how the field and/or profession operates (Heugens and Lander, 2009). Normative isomorphism relates to the logic of appropriateness (Guler et al., 2002); trade associations, professional associations and accreditation bodies are normative institutions as they create codes of conduct that are perceived as appropriate (Grewal and Dharwadkar, 2002). Industry associations work to promote an
industry’s collective reputation and professional networks can cause similar standards and models to spread across firms (Castka and Balzarova, 2008; Grewal and Dharwadkar, 2002). DiMaggio and Powell (1983) propose that greater involvement in associations will lead a firm to resemble those in its field. Suppliers are prone to adopt environmental practices conforming to those advocated by the industry coalitions to which they belong (Tate et al., 2014). Presumably, an association or a network of firms that is part of an assessment initiative would foster this resemblance towards its own codes of conduct. It therefore follows that normative pressures are a natural fit for social sustainability assessment initiatives to compel firms to adopt particular standards.

Normative pressure can also be exerted through formal education (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). An employee’s training is expected to impact the practices they adopt (Guler et al., 2002). In reference to social sustainability, fair trade organizations could attempt to spread the norms of the ideology by taking an active role in collaborating with universities and colleges offering SCM in their curricula (Moxham and Kauppi, 2014). For SCM practices it is anticipated that those assessing social sustainability will exert normative pressure on firms to adopt socially sustainable practices in their supply chains. They can potentially introduce social sustainability as a norm by integrating closely with the industry and the education sector (Moxham and Kauppi, 2014). Whilst we can speculate the forms that normative pressure may take in the social sustainability and SCM context, surprisingly we found limited research that explicitly examined this theme.

*Coercive pressure*
Coercive pressure arises from other organizations to which a firm is dependent (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). This usually means critical sources of organizational resources or governments with legislative power (Heugens and Lander, 2009). For example firms have been shown to adopt green practices to avoid sanctions and as a reaction to external constraints (Bansal and Roth, 2000). Multinational corporations can exert coercive pressures to implement international quality standards on those that rely on them for resources (Perez-Aleman, 2011). Coercive pressure is not only exerted by legal sources and governments or powerful firms, it can also originate from social movements (Hayagreeva and Sivakumar, 1999). A key contributor to the adoption of corporate social responsibility has been pressure from activists, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and consumers (Castka and Balzarova, 2008). Currently, international labor laws are at a minimum level due to limited governance and activists are demanding increases (Park-Poaps and Rees, 2010). Assessment initiatives could attempt to lobby for more governmental mandates to certify supply chains.

Using codes of conduct as dictated by the most powerful member of a multinational supply chain is also common (Castka and Balzarova, 2008). Powerful players, for example supermarkets, exert coercive pressure on other actors in food supply chains to comply with environmental policies (Glover et al., 2014). Retailers can act as change agents for sustainability labeling schemes, and the adoption of environmental certifications diffuses upstream in supply chains through the demands imposed on suppliers (González et al., 2008; Hartlieb and Jones, 2009). The distribution of power in supply chains is often mentioned as a mechanism for the implementation of standards (Adebanjo et al., 2013; Yawar and Seuring, 2017), yet there is limited research examining how these mechanics work. Potentially the originating source could
be assessment initiatives targeting powerful players and retailers for early adoption. Consumers are also a powerful force in improving labor relations in global chains given their financial influence on firms (Park-Poaps and Rees, 2010), and are thus an indirect means to exert coercive pressures on firms. Sustainability standards adoption may also be the ‘responsible’ response from firms under close examination by social and environmental ‘watchdogs’ (Wijen, 2014). Based on these previous findings, we are interested in finding examples of how social sustainability assessment initiatives apply coercive pressures and through which channels.

_Mimetic pressure_

Mimetic isomorphism is a response to uncertainty; when there is no clear course of action it can be safer to imitate others’ behaviors (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). Targets for mimicking are typically selected by organizational traits, outcomes or frequencies of occurrence (Haunschild and Miner, 1999). Mimicking can occur through direct contacts or by choosing organizations with structural similarity despite no direct ties (Hayagreeva and Sivakumar, 1999; Perez-Aleman, 2011). Within environmental management research it has been discovered that industry peers have a significant impact on a firm’s environmental strategy (Bansal and Roth, 2000; Park-Poaps and Rees, 2010). Firms in the same marketing channel can copy the structures and processes of other channels against which they benchmark (Grewal and Dharwadkar, 2002). Providing communication channels with prior adopters of a practice where information and experiences can be shared is likely to induce the adoption of a new practice (Okhmatovskiy and David, 2012). The literature suggests that mimetic pressure is exerted on supply chains by NGOs working with large, successful firms (e.g. retailers or consumer goods brands) to promote the adoption of assessment against standards and also by creating platforms for firms to meet and
share good practice (Park-Poaps and Rees, 2010). To date there are limited studies that examine this phenomenon in the context of socially sustainable SCM.

*Development of Research Question*

For supply chains, the consequences of failure in social sustainability can be disastrous and impact on human life and the welfare of workers (e.g. Rana Plaza). Failure can result in consumer suspicion, which can manifest as reduced consumption or boycott (Grappi et al., 2013; Klein et al., 2004). High profile cases may harm a firm’s reputation and hence financial reparations may be incurred. For example, in 2003 Nike donated $1.5 million to the Fair Labor Association following court proceedings related to protecting the human rights of its workforce (Russell et al., 2016). Yet there has been limited examination of how institutional pressures are exerted on supply chain actors to propagate the new and emerging form of social sustainability governance: social sustainability assessment.

Institutional theory provides a suitable frame to investigate interactions between stakeholders and companies (Morali and Searcy 2013). Under each of the three pressures, several manifestations are discussed and empirically examined in previous sustainable SCM research; however this is predominantly from the viewpoint of the pressure recipients and focused on environmental sustainability (see e.g. Zhu and Sarkis, 2007; Wu et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2013; Glover et al., 2014). We know how companies react to institutional pressures, i.e. under which contexts they lead to the adoption of environmental practices, but the practices themselves are less clear. They are often framed as a given in (predominantly survey) studies, but their development and emergence is not examined. Yet the institutionalization of organizational
practices originates somewhere, and our aim is to study assessment initiatives’ role in this. We thus pose the following question:

**RQ:** How do social sustainability assessment initiatives exert normative, coercive and mimetic pressures on firms to adopt socially sustainable practices in their supply chains?

**Research Methodology**

As per Huq *et al.*, (2014), we operationalize social sustainability as being concerned with human rights, health and safety and community. It is well recognized that the management of social sustainability is a challenge for supply chains (Matos and Hall, 2007); a challenge that is exacerbated by the devastating consequences of failure. It is therefore somewhat surprising that research on social sustainability from a SCM perspective is under-developed (Huq *et al.*, 2014) and lags behind that of environmental sustainability research (Marshall *et al.*, 2015b; Moxham and Kauppi, 2014). Because of the importance and far reaching consequences of social sustainability it seems apposite to develop the field further by exploring the assessment of social sustainability in SCM using the theoretical lens of institutional theory. Institutional theory is well developed, yet as the context of social sustainability is not, we will focus on theory testing to allow us to use existing theory to address the research question developed from our a priori review of literature (Ketokivi and Choi, 2014). Thus whilst we are interested in how and why the non-mandatory assessment of social sustainability is adopted by supply chains it must also be noted that the focus on institutional isomorphism has wider implications for management research.
In examining the institutionalization of social sustainability in SCM we chose to examine voluntary assessment initiatives. As explained, voluntary assessment initiatives in this context are exerting pressure on supply chain actors to adopt socially sustainable practices. Rather than focus on one particular actor in the chain (i.e. first tier suppliers), social sustainability assessment aims to encompass the entire supply chain. An overview of the way in which these types of assessment initiatives operate is included as Figure 1. As Figure 1 illustrates, actors in a supply chain provide performance information to the assessor. This type of information is usually focused on aspects of trading practices as related to social sustainability (e.g. human rights, use of child labor, community development). The social sustainability assessment initiative provides information to supply chain actors about the requirements to become affiliated with the initiative, and subsequently about whether the performance information provided meets these requirements. For complete visibility, it follows that all actors in a supply chain should be engaging with the same assessment initiative; although there is limited evidence to suggest that this is always the case. Consumers receive performance information from the social sustainability assessment initiative in the form of labelling, promotions and annual reports and also feedback on performance to the initiative. Customers also receive information from the media on the performance of different assessment initiatives, and again have the opportunity to feedback.

[insert Figure 1 here]

The assessment of the social sustainability credentials of a supply chain is a relatively new concept and examining assessment initiatives affords us an examination of new forms of
governance. To develop an understanding of this relatively new landscape we conducted a qualitative study. Qualitative studies enable rich data to be captured and are particularly helpful in developing an understanding of phenomena that have thus far been afforded relatively limited research attention (Voss, 2008). As per studies using a similar research design (e.g. Di Stefano et al., 2015), we firstly acquainted ourselves with social sustainability assessment by making personal contacts with industry experts involved in the development and dissemination of social sustainability assessment, discussing with key academics in the field and attending relevant conferences, seminars and panel discussions. One of the authors had previously worked in southern Ethiopia and has an understanding of social sustainability in the context of coffee farming. By drawing on our acquired knowledge we decided the next step in our study was to conduct interviews with social sustainability focused voluntary assessment initiatives. A database of voluntary assessment initiatives focused on social sustainability does not currently exist. To begin to identify potential initiatives that could be included in the study we drew on work by Hartlieb and Jones (2009) who, in examining UK product labelling initiatives, identified four categories: organic agriculture, fair trade, holistic (combining social and environmental issues) and sustainable management of natural resources. Hartlieb and Jones’ study focused on the relationship between ethics and product labelling in supply chains and their category of fair trade mainly relates to issues of international trade, social injustice and poverty. It was this category that appeared most relevant for our study. Hartlieb and Jones identified a total of twenty-six ethical, social and environmental labelling initiatives in the UK, of which seven are focused predominantly on social sustainability. Their findings show how product labelling serves its function as a communication tool, whilst also acting as platform for political discourse and industry best practice.
Building on Hartlieb and Jones’ (2009) categorization, we extended our search beyond the UK to identify relevant initiatives focused on social sustainability that were located anywhere in the world. We used recommendations from the international industry experts with whom we had made earlier contact. We also conducted a detailed digital search of voluntary assessment initiatives where the focus was primarily on social sustainability (rather than economic or environmental sustainability). Sixteen initiatives were identified as focusing on the human rights, health and safety and community development aspects of supply chain trading practices and hence were chosen as appropriate for our study. All were contacted by letter and a follow-up e-mail requesting their participation. Each invitation included a digital link to a short video that we had developed to introduce the researchers, outline the aims of the study and highlight its potential benefits for current practice. Of the sixteen that we contacted five did not reply, one declined and ten agreed to take part.

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with a key actor from each assessment initiative (i.e. directors, programme managers and chief executives). As we wished to understand a relatively new phenomenon, semi-structured interviews afforded the rigor of a structured interview combined with the flexibility to explore topics in more detail relevant to the perspective and interest of the interviewee (Huq et al., 2016). The semi-structured interview questions focused on the history and purpose of the assessor, the ways in which the assessor engaged with supply chain actors (including existing and potential consumers), the ways in which the assessor engaged with other voluntary assessment initiatives, the governance structure of the assessment initiative (including fee structure for those wishing to join), goals of the assessor and barriers to
engaging with global supply chains. The questions were deliberately broad and allowed us to explore a range of issues important to the interviewee. From initial discussions with representatives of the initiatives, it became clear that some employed very few staff. Conducting multiple interviews within each initiative was seen by some as too resource intensive for them and it was explained that they would be unable to take part in the research. As our aim was to examine as many initiatives as possible, we decided on a single respondent interview approach. Due to the international location of the interviewees, interviews were conducted via telephone or Skype, were conducted in English, generally lasted between 45 minutes to one hour and were recorded. Internal documents (i.e. policy and strategy documents) were shared by the interviewees and we augmented our data with publicly available digital material from the websites of the initiatives where available. An overview of those initiatives that agreed to take part in the study is detailed in Table 1.

[insert Table 1 here]

All of the interview recordings were transcribed verbatim. As we were interested in interpreting the data we used a priori coding categories derived from the literature (Miles and Huberman, 1994). We ensured that the themes were situationally grounded in the assessment of social sustainability in supply chains. Our approach to data analysis is based on Bhakoo and Choi (2013) whereby both authors complete a first round of coding and then discuss their results. We initially each coded two interviews and then met to discuss our results. This discussion confirmed acceptable levels of agreement in our coding, and thus we continued to individually, and in parallel, code the remainder of the transcripts. Once completed, we met again to discuss
the results and to examine, and reach consensus, regarding any discrepancies. Table 2 provides the coding categories and how these were operationalized for data analysis purposes. For example, comments about encouraging firms to integrate social sustainability into their operations were coded as ‘normative pressures’ whereas comments about leveraging pressure from consumers was coded as ‘coercive pressures.’

[insert Table 2 here]

Finally, in reviewing the secondary material we had gathered we were able to apply the above coding process. This material fell broadly into two categories; material explaining internal processes and procedures (e.g. performance indicators, codes of conduct, audit cycles) or more marketing focused (e.g. firm benefits of adopting social sustainability, case study examples). The material supplemented the primary data and provided a useful background to the initiatives in the study.

Results

By coding the interviews and specified secondary data as per Table 2 we were able to identify sources of institutional pressure exerted on supply chains by social sustainability focused voluntary assessment initiatives. Through the interview discussions it became clear that all of the initiatives had a track record as sources of institutional pressure as their assessments had been taken up by several organizations and/or entire supply chains, and for many their adoption and usage was growing. For some their influence was largely at a country level (e.g. Initiatives B, C, G and H) and for others it was at an international level (e.g. Initiatives A, D, E, F and G).
comparative analysis of the ten initiatives is important in light of our research question and Table 3 provides a summary of the institutional pressures exerted by each of the initiatives in the study. In this section we also present a more comprehensive analysis by drawing on the data collected.

[insert Table 3 here]

Normative pressures

We found limited evidence to suggest that the assessment initiatives were using formal education channels to exert normative pressure on supply chains. There was very limited indication of them pushing their social sustainability agenda through universities or other educational institutions by engaging in collaboration or giving guest lectures. Instead, they appear to have taken a more direct approach to normative pressuring by establishing their own education channels regarding, for example, the education of a pool of auditors. Some initiatives appeared to use auditors that were exclusive whereas others permitted auditors to undertake their particular variant of training and “remain fully independent auditors and work for whoever else they wish, but they will have the training which will allow us to say that we consider them to be sufficiently knowledgeable about our systems to perform audits of our members” (Initiative F). Auditors worked closely with producers (farmers and raw material suppliers often located in the global South), often performing on-site visits and offering formal and informal support. They were described as an expert and an important mechanism for educating supply chains in the practice of social sustainability by many of the initiatives. It is important to note that in all cases the producer paid the auditor directly for their services rather than payment being received via the assessment initiative. This may well elevate the educational status of auditors as perceived by
producers; auditors are essentially the ‘face’ of the social sustainability assessment initiative. We saw instances of downstream supply chain actors that had successfully passed an audit placing normative pressure on upstream supply chain actors to adopt similar social sustainability practices. “So they say, well, because we like to monitor you and you have also the [social sustainability assessment initiative] tools to monitor further your supply chain, and if they are involved in the same system, it makes this more coherent, let’s say, and easier to follow up” (Initiative J). In addition, informal education for multi-national brands and retailers appeared to be an almost constant activity for Initiatives A, C and G. “We want them to adopt the [social sustainability] agenda on the shelves and on their brand” (Initiative A). Working with brands and retailers was perceived as a way of spreading the message that social sustainability is normative whilst simultaneously seeking to grow the market for socially sustainable products.

Rather than formal education channels, the preferred mechanism was professional networks. Producer networks were in operation across all of the initiatives included in the study. These networks often operated as a two way communication channel whereby the initiative disseminated information to its producers and in turn, the opinion of producers regarding important issues was elicited. “It is very important that our scheme takes producers into account and there is always a dialogue around any changes” (Initiative H). The collaborative development of assessment criteria was a key activity that was often facilitated through producer networks. For example, including producers in dialogue about standard setting was viewed as a normative process by the majority of initiatives in the study. Some initiatives spoke of developing assessment criteria jointly with members (e.g. Initiatives A and F) wherein membership constituted producers and also representatives from the trade sector, retail buyers
and consumers. Whereas other initiatives were much more explicit about producers being the most important stakeholder in developing measurement criteria (e.g. Initiatives B, C and H). “Our scheme is not an industrial scheme – it originates from producers” (Initiative C). Regardless of the initiative, including the voice of the producer in the establishment of assessment criteria was a normative activity. The involvement of multiple actors in facilitated professional networks as part of the standard setting process was used as a normative argument for the appropriateness of measuring social sustainability.

Coercive pressures

Coercive isomorphism can be induced formally or informally by an entity to which a firm is dependent. The assessment bodies’ only direct power was campaigning, and even here the pressure most likely comes from the campaigns’ influence on consumers who hold the spending power. Patterns and channels of coercive pressures thus mostly centered on indirect influences by the assessment initiatives. The results would indeed suggest that the social sustainability initiatives are using the public to exert powerful change pressures. Some used media channels to raise awareness of the issues in conjunction with grassroots campaigning (Initiatives B, C, G, H, I and J). “Obviously there have been tragedies in supply chains that still make the news. So I think that’s another driver for a lot of companies that maybe were not necessarily too awake” (Initiative I). “On a regular basis, I think like four times a year, we also have a newsletter to stakeholders and the media. And it’s also through the media we like to inform customers, of course. So this is, let’s say, more the proactive way [of exerting coercive pressure]” (Initiative J). Surprisingly few interviewees (only Initiative D) mentioned lobbying and working with governmental organizations to exert coercive pressures on firms to adopt social sustainability.
Much of the direct coercive pressure was only towards those firms already within the realms of the assessment; once firms had committed to the initiative there were frequent audits, checks for compliance and even a risk of expulsion from the initiative if criteria were not adhered to and/or non-compliances corrected. “Obviously if there is non-compliance with a serious issue they [firms] will fail [the audit]” (Initiative F). “We don’t actually allow companies to use our logo unless we have an agreement with them and they have achieved accreditation” (Initiative I). The length of the audit cycle was generally between 1-5 years and initiatives discussed “on-going screening” (Initiative A) and the desire for a broad supply chain view even if not all actors are audited. “The key isn’t to having the whole chain audited, [it’s] that it [the social sustainability initiative] makes sure there are no invisibilities within the supply [of the product]. And if something did crop up, it would be a certain reference for the next auditor to check. That is how we follow up” (Initiative E). Considerable coercive pressure to comply was focused on the producers in a particular supply chain. “The producer facing side is so critical to our mission and for them [producers] there are many more requirements and more scrutiny in terms of auditing as they are quite high up on our list of risk” (Initiative A). Periodic reports on compliance performance were made public by Initiatives D and I.

Mimetic pressures

In comparison to normative and coercive pressures, we found less evidence of mimetic pressures being exerted by social sustainability assessment initiatives onto supply chains. Assessment initiatives may place mimetic pressure for social sustainability by convincing powerful firms within industries to adopt particular practices and thus form a benchmark, and by creating
opportunities for mimicking by enabling the sharing of best practices across firms. “We work with major retailers and target them for switches to socially sustainable products” (Initiative G). We found limited examples of such practice, with Initiative J commenting that due to the proliferation of social sustainability assessment initiatives “it makes it quite difficult to benchmark our system with others” (Initiative J). Interviewees (Initiatives D and J) commented on how they have noticed mimetic pressures working in the area through firms signing up to a particular initiative due to pressures from their supply chain partners. As to their own exertion of mimetic pressures, a variety of approaches including informal peer visits, collaborations with multi-national brands, creating and sharing best practice case studies and only allowing socially sustainable products to be sold in retail outlets were used, yet no generic approach was utilized by all.

**Discussion**

Institutional theorists have primarily focused on firms acquiring legitimacy, processes of isomorphism and conformity (Lamin and Zaheer, 2012), with the perspective of the pressure-exerting bodies being somewhat neglected. Particularly within economics, as opposed to sociology, the processes leading to institutionalization have been less studied (Zucker, 1987). Within the context of SCM, Kauppi (2013) notes how parties that exert pressure upon companies and supply chains have not been a subject of study. Perhaps the limited attention paid to the origins and channels of institutional pressures is a result of this stream of institutional theory viewing prevalent organizational forms partly as arising from ‘rational myths’ and shared belief systems (Scott, 1987:497). Yet there are inevitably organizations that attempt to impact these shared belief systems by using particular tactics to make others accept new institutional practices.
(Wijen, 2014). Here we have analyzed one type of such organization, voluntary social sustainability assessment initiatives. Specifically, we posed the following research question: *How do social sustainability assessment initiatives exert normative, coercive and mimetic pressures on firms to adopt socially sustainable practices in their supply chains?* Overall, the results suggest examples of coercive pressure as the prevalent form used by the assessment initiatives. There was some evidence of the use of normative pressures and limited use of mimetic pressures. Below, we will discuss these findings in more detail and draw comparisons to previous literature. We have synthesized our key findings and present these as Table 4, in which we first detail the key findings in relation to each of the pressures, then the overall observation arising from those findings followed by suggestions for future research avenues.

As the assessment initiatives have options only to penalize those already within the realms of their system, coercive pressures were seen mainly within the functioning of the assessment itself, i.e. risk of expulsion for non-compliance. Marshall *et al.* (2015b) find that coercive pressures, specifically government/regulatory, are not significant in driving social sustainability adoption in supply chains. Indeed, we also found very limited evidence of the assessment initiatives working with/through governmental organizations to induce coercive pressures for social sustainability. Other forms of coercive pressures are therefore likely to be more important in this context, and thus important aspects to be included in future studies from a firm perspective. Specifically, consumer pressures and the media can be powerful in coercing organizations towards sustainability (Park-Poaps and Rees, 2010) and many of the assessment initiatives in our study were indeed collaborating with media and attempting to influence consumption patterns as a way to increase adoption of the assessments among firms.
An explanation for the limited exertion of mimetic pressure noted in our study may be due to mimetic pressure being most prevalent in interactions between firms (Raffaelli and Glynn, 2013), whereas coercive and normative pressures relate more closely to interactions between a firm, its environment and its stakeholders. It may therefore be easier for a third party organization, such as those we studied, to initiate coercive and normative pressures rather than those that are mimetic. Alternatively, or complementarily, we posit that because social sustainability assessments are not yet mainstream (Moxham and Kauppi, 2014) and, as importantly, not yet sufficiently strongly associated with business competitive advantage within the minds of managers (Peloza, 2009), mimetic pressures are more difficult to induce. As per recent findings, seeking a competitive advantage is a key motivator for firms to adopt social sustainability practices (Marshall et al., 2015b). Within environmental (supply chain) management, we have witnessed an increasing amount of research demonstrating the business benefits of the adoption of ‘green’ practices (see e.g. Russo and Fouts, 1997; Green et al., 2012), yet the same cannot be said for social sustainability practices; the performance benefits across supply chains are not yet proven. Perhaps inabilities to benchmark (as noted by Initiative J) and/or to unequivocally demonstrate pecuniary gains are hindering the development of mimetic pressures.

Even though we did not see significant evidence of the assessment initiatives using mimetic pressures to induce competitive copying of assessments between firms, we did witness them arguing strongly for the pragmatic legitimacy and business sense of their own assessments; potentially a precursor to mimetic pressures. Institutional theory both implies the benefits of conforming to societal norms as well as the managerial capacity to resist such pressures under
conditions of ambiguity related to financial gains; incentive mechanisms are needed to ensure compliance (Berrone and Gomez-Mejia, 2009). Recent studies have documented the increase in proliferation of sustainability certifications, particularly within the coffee sector (Ingenbleek and Reinders, 2013; Reinecke et al., 2012). For quality and environmental management systems there are standards that dominate. Yet this is not the case for social sustainability where a variety of norms, codes of conduct and initiatives are present (Castka and Balzarova, 2008). It is argued that the proliferation of social sustainability assessment has led to competition for adoption by multinational organizations in order to reinforce the legitimacy of particular assessment practices (Gereffi et al., 2001). Thus perhaps the motivation to pressure companies derives partly also from the legitimacy/competition of the competing assessment initiatives themselves.

Normative pressures are a result of standards and values that e.g. academic institutions and industry associations put forward (Tate et al., 2014). We ascertained some use of normative pressure, mostly taking the form of training auditors and the use of professional networks. Tate et al. (2014) suggest that managers wanting to adopt environmental initiatives could send employees to engage with various networks and coalitions and we confirm this suggestion, extending it to social sustainability.

New institutions emerge when entities with adequate resources identify an opportunity to realize particular interests that they value highly (DiMaggio, 1988). The voluntary assessment initiatives have identified the opportunity to promote social sustainability as a standard practice into a firm’s supply chain practices given the e.g. consumer and media attention around related malpractices in recent years (Huq et al., 2014). We would argue however, that on their own, the
initiatives lack the adequate resources as referred to by DiMaggio (1988). Our research brings to the fore the use of the three classical forms of institutional pressures by these actors, yet we see the social sustainability assessments instigating institutional pressures more indirectly than directly. They exert coercive pressures through consumers and compliance requirements, normative pressures through auditor training and facilitating producer networks and mimetic pressures through targeting retailers and informal peer visits to diffuse this new form of organization in supply chains. In other words, the institutional pressures exerted on a supply chain appear to operate as a chain themselves; the pressure that a company faces from its supply chain partners or through the media, for example, may be a pressure originated from an assessment initiative. We have offered here just one perspective to the origins of pressures, but based on our findings we recognize this as an important concept for future study. When studying the institutionalization of supply chain practices, it is not enough to only understand the pressures that a company perceives, nor the pressures that one particular type of sustainability actor (here voluntary assessment initiative) emits, but rather to holistically investigate all pressures being emitted directly and indirectly to supply chain actors. Table 4 summarizes these key findings, and based on the observations of both direct and indirect pressures being exerted by the assessment initiatives, we propose the following:

Institutional pressures operate as chains, where entities (here assessment initiatives) with a sustainability agenda will apply coercive, normative and mimetic pressures to companies both directly and indirectly depending on their resources and power to exert such pressures.
Specifically, given their access to and influence (or lack of both) over firms, initiatives will either coerce companies directly (for firms within the realms of the assessment) or exert coercive, normative or mimetic pressures through other actors in the supply chain, such as retailers or consumers, or through external stakeholders such as the media. This finding also re-emphasizes the contextual setting of the assessment initiatives as presented in Figure 1. The assessment initiatives have relationships and contacts with actors across supply chains, and also benefit from the relationships between other actors in putting their agenda forward.

This important proposition from our study underpins our recommendations for further research, and we thus suggest three research questions as primary avenues for further work examining the institutionalization of social sustainability practices, especially voluntary assessment, as presented in Table 4. Firstly, greater focus should be placed on studying how sustainability actors that are lacking in direct access or influence with companies could use other actors in the chain and/or external stakeholders (e.g. government) to exert institutional pressures around social sustainability. Secondly, it would be valuable to study the paths the pressures take, and how the pressures change and formulate along the way, i.e. when using other parties to indirectly emit pressures, is there a risk of the message becoming distorted? Thirdly, and related, is the question of mapping the paths such pressures take, and understanding the level of intention of each actor in such pressure chains.

Conclusions
There is a shortage of empirical research on social sustainability in supply chains, including its antecedents (Marshall et al. 2015a). Within SCM, research often takes a deterministic
perspective, suggesting that external factors have a significant impact on the sustainability choices a manager makes, through pressures to appear legitimate (Marshall et al., 2015a). This has led to a rise in institutional theory oriented research on sustainable SCM, examining how institutional pressures impact the adoption of sustainable practices. However more research has been called for on the ‘supply-side factors’ of the diffusion process of new practices (Ansari et al., 2010). We have contributed to this literature through our empirical investigation of the role of social sustainability assessment initiatives in institutionalizing said assessments in supply chains.

We witness the assessment initiatives directly, but mainly indirectly via other actors and stakeholders, exerting pressures on companies to adopt social sustainability assessments in their supply chains. Specifically, depending on its position and resources, an assessment initiative will either target a company directly with coercive pressures, or indirectly with coercive, normative and/or mimetic pressures through other actors in the supply chain or external parties such as the media. Based on our study we propose that these institutional pressures thus form a chain of their own. This finding has important implications for how the institutionalization of (socially sustainable) supply chain practices should be studied in the future. Based on these findings, we offer three important future research avenues for sustainable SCM scholars (as detailed in Table 4). The proposed research directions contribute to shaping future social sustainability focused SCM research. Our findings demonstrate the importance of opening up and examining the ‘black box’ of institutional pressures exerted on supply chains, and understanding the different parties involved in shaping company practices. For example, our findings demonstrate the important role of consumers and media in the chain of institutional
pressures for social sustainability; these parties are not often (explicitly) included in empirical research regarding the adoption of sustainability practices by companies. Furthermore, given the extensive use of simple proxy or grouped measures of institutional pressures in survey studies in the supply chain field (Kauppi, 2013), our findings suggest that researchers examining the adoption of sustainable SCM practices need to develop a more fine-grained understanding of how companies are being influenced through chains of pressures. Finally, with regard to social sustainability assessment in particular, our findings demonstrate a ‘norm’ still under development, with assessment initiatives attempting to shape the future of supply chains but unable to do so in isolation, and thus requiring the support of other stakeholders. This finding presents an interesting research opportunity to investigate the development paths such practices take as well as the chance to help form them by, for example, investigating the relative efficiencies of the competing forms.

While our study has a strong theoretical focus, the results do include implications for practice, both for assessment initiatives as well as the companies they target. First, for assessment initiatives, we noted a lack of engagement with ‘traditional’ education channels such as universities and colleges to introduce normative pressures around social sustainability assessment. We see this as a key development area to focus on in the future, especially as it represents a relatively resource-light option for them. By providing guest lectures, teaching cases and engaging in other types of collaboration with e.g. SCM academics, the assessment initiatives could gain access to and influence the future supply chain decision makers. Second, as our results point to limited opportunities for coercive pressure for the initiatives other than towards the companies already within the realms of assessment, we would also encourage stronger
advocacy work towards governmental organizations to push social sustainability assessment into a legal requirement for companies. Continuing to exert coercive pressure via consumers and media is encouraged; this could be assisted by making the audit reports more publicly available and visible on their own websites. Third, the variety of approaches noted in the creation of mimetic pressures, such as best practice case studies and brand collaborations, are noted as an important strategy for the future; particularly if efforts are focused on leading (retail) brands that are most likely to be mimicked in addition to rolling out practices across their own supply chains.

For companies, the key practical implication is developing their understanding of the ways in which they are being influenced by third parties. As Kauppi (2013) notes, understanding the origins of institutional pressures can assist companies in finding a better fit between their goals and the tools used to achieve them. Specifically, rather than simply adopting an assessment initiative for the sake of legitimacy, companies should focus on evaluating the different assessments and study the best practice cases put forward to find the best fit with their own supply chain. Furthermore, the auditor training provided by the assessment initiatives could be a resource for companies, if e.g. new buyers with responsibilities in global supply chain management could take part in such courses to better understand the social sustainability issues they are likely to face with their suppliers. Finally, companies already associated with particular assessment initiatives could attempt to use the pressures put forward by the assessment initiatives to promote their own legitimacy: the companies could offer to publicize their own efforts on e.g. the initiatives websites, and help present themselves as the best practice cases. The reporting of
the credentials regarding their sustainability efforts could be more credible as it is coming from an independent third party.

Our focus was solely within the ‘pressure-emitting’ parties, the institutional entrepreneurs, in relation to a new governance form, with no data collected from the likely adopters of the new form, i.e. supply chain actors. Such studies, especially within the supply chain domain, are increasing; yet the combination of these stakeholder viewpoints is lacking. In future research, it would thus be worthwhile to investigate the paths of the institutional pressures on the legitimacy of social sustainability in more detail by e.g. longitudinal studies involving several pressure-emitting parties, such as the assessment initiatives as well as e.g. consumers, and the pressure-targets, i.e. firms adopting their assessments.

DiMaggio and Powell (1983) call attention to the observation that the three different institutional pressures, while involving different processes, could operate simultaneously. Here we have shown that the parties instituting such pressures do so simultaneously using multiple channels. Additionally, we concur with DiMaggio and Powell (1983) in that the pressures can partly be difficult to empirically distinguish; e.g. the role of peer meetings (among colleagues and among firms) is discussed both within mimetic and normative pressures. We have focused our analysis to examine the perspective of those emitting pressure. We are interested in ascertaining whether the aim was to institute a desire to copy successful (early) adopters or to generate the perception that a course of action is the ‘normal’ requirement. Whether the actual adoption of practices happens through mimetic or normative perception by the recipients of the pressures is of course
another perspective, and one that has been studied by several authors across numerous contexts already (see e.g. Zhu and Sarkis, 2007; Bhakoo and Choi, 2013; Glover et al., 2014).

Whilst we view the findings of our study as important, we must also acknowledge its methodological limitations. Due to the limited resources of the assessment initiatives it was undesirable to interview multiple respondents from each initiative. We therefore rely on the views expressed by one individual as representative. We also recognize the relatively small sample size. As noted previously, it was challenging to identify assessment initiatives focused primarily on social sustainability, and of those that we did find, not all chose to take part in our study. Further work may be able to address these shortcomings; however seeking multiple respondents may limit the sample further to include only those initiatives with sufficient resources. Despite these shortcomings, we believe that our research offers interesting, multiple viewpoints to institutional pressures in this developing field that may serve as a platform for further work in this important area.
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Figure 1 – Relationship between supply chain, assessment initiative and other actors
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Sustainability Assessment Initiative</th>
<th>Role of Interviewee</th>
<th>Key Principles of Initiative</th>
<th>Products Assessed</th>
<th>Location of Head Office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Director of Standards and Pricing</td>
<td>International focus, agreed minimum pricing, charter of principles</td>
<td>Bananas, cocoa, coffee, cotton, flowers, fresh fruit, honey, gold, fruit juices, rice, spice, herbs, sports balls, sugar, tea, wine</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Assessment Coordinator</td>
<td>Development of social sustainability of small producers based in Latin America and Caribbean through training, product promotion and certification</td>
<td>Oil, nuts, seeds, sugar, bananas, cocoa, fresh fruit, dried fruit, juices, coffee, honey, wine, quinoa, handicrafts, tea, flowers</td>
<td>Latin America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Head of Commercial Relations</td>
<td>National focus to raise awareness of certified products, connecting certified producers to retailers, agreed minimum pricing</td>
<td>Coffee, flowers, wine, beer, fruit, cotton, tea, cocoa, chocolate, sugar, honey, rice, quinoa, cosmetics, spices, herbs, oils, walnut, dried fruit, sports balls</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Assessment Consultant</td>
<td>International focus on promoting social sustainability through development of labor standards</td>
<td>Clothing, textiles, leather, footwear</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Director of Operations</td>
<td>International focus on certification against defined social sustainability standards</td>
<td>Bananas, cane sugar, cocoa, coffee, dried fruit, dried vegetables, flowers, fruit, fonio, fresh fruit, fruit juices, gold, herbs, honey, nuts, oilseeds, quinoa, rice, spices</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Chief Executive</td>
<td>International supply chain focus on certification against defined social sustainability standards</td>
<td>Handicrafts, clothing</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Senior Research and Impact Advisor</td>
<td>National focus on certification of socially sustainable products, agreed minimum pricing, government lobbying</td>
<td>Bananas, chocolate, gold, coffee, cotton, flowers, sugar, tea, wine</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>National focus on certification of small producers, agreed minimum pricing</td>
<td>Sugar, handicrafts, bananas, coffee, cocoa, banana/plantain chips, fruit juices, jams, herbs, honey, quinoa</td>
<td>Latin America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Accreditation Programme Manager</td>
<td>International focus on promoting social sustainability through development of labor standards</td>
<td>Coffee, cocoa, electronics, clothing, footwear</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Stakeholder Relations Manager</td>
<td>International supply chain focus on certification against defined social sustainability standards</td>
<td>Electronics, textiles, clothing, footwear</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – Overview of study participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Coding Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comments about appropriateness of social sustainability standards/principles</td>
<td>Normative pressures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about including member firms and their employees in the development of standards/principles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about encouraging firms to integrate social sustainability into operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about collaborating with universities and colleges</td>
<td>Coercive pressures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about training auditors to diffuse social standards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about mainstreaming of social sustainability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about enforcing compliance of members to assessment process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about social sustainability assessment being the responsible course of action</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about leveraging bottom up pressure from consumers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about engaging advocacy/campaigning groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about eliciting support from government agencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about creating a public discourse around social justice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about failure to comply with standards resulting in expulsion from scheme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about peer pressure to conform to standards</td>
<td>Mimetic pressures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about use of communication channels and peer visits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about targeting well-recognized organizations to adopt social sustainability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments about use of success stories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – Description of coding categories
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative A</th>
<th>Initiative B</th>
<th>Initiative C</th>
<th>Initiative D</th>
<th>Initiative E</th>
<th>Initiative F</th>
<th>Initiative G</th>
<th>Initiative H</th>
<th>Initiative I</th>
<th>Initiative J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normative pressure exerted</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with small scale producers</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
<td>Education on socially sustainable supply chain management delivered internationally</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
<td>Dialogue with multi-national retail networks</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with business, university and civil society organizations</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion of standards through owned audit organization and networks of producers</td>
<td>Diffusion of standards through national small scale producer networks</td>
<td>Strategic focus on mainstreaming social sustainability using professional networks</td>
<td>Diffusion of standards through dialogue with members</td>
<td>Diffusion of standards through owned audit organization</td>
<td>Delivers education to independent auditors internationally</td>
<td>Dialogue through networks of producers</td>
<td>Interaction through networks of producers</td>
<td>Diffusion of standards through producer, trade and consumer networks</td>
<td>Interaction through networks of producers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education on risk based approach to auditing provided to organizations</td>
<td>Education on quality control good practice delivered internationally</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
<td>Social sustainability criteria developed through dialogue with members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education on reporting mechanisms delivered internationally</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diffusion of standards through owned audit organization and networks of producers

Dialogue with multi-national retail networks
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative A</th>
<th>Initiative B</th>
<th>Initiative C</th>
<th>Initiative D</th>
<th>Initiative E</th>
<th>Initiative F</th>
<th>Initiative G</th>
<th>Initiative H</th>
<th>Initiative I</th>
<th>Initiative J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coercive pressure exerted</td>
<td>De-certification as a result of non-compliance to procedures</td>
<td>Promotion of the adoption of certification linked to trade justice</td>
<td>All producers must firstly adhere to producer standards and then to product standards</td>
<td>Multiple stakeholders involved in audit cycle to ensure full supply chain adoption of standards</td>
<td>On-going verification of audit data to ensure validity of socially sustainable status</td>
<td>Awareness raising through social networks, websites and bulletins</td>
<td>Works in partnership with towns and universities</td>
<td>Lobbies governments to improve the labor practices across supply chains</td>
<td>Explicit expectation of full commitment to social sustainability compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In some countries certification is compulsory</td>
<td>Continuous checks for compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Encourage manufacturers to volunteer to engage with certification</td>
<td>Different social sustainability criteria developed for producers and trade organizations that must be adhered to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provides support for governments to implement international social sustainability standards</td>
<td>Surveys conducted to monitor compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Periodic public reports published on website</td>
<td>Annual audits on supply chain conducted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Action plan for any corrective action required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimetic pressure exerted</td>
<td>Strategic focus on the adoption of the certification logo by retail outlets and producers</td>
<td>Products sold through outlets that only stock fairly traded goods</td>
<td>Highlights how organizations sign up to the accreditation because of pressure from supply chain organizations already accredited</td>
<td>Optional peer visits by certified organizations encouraged</td>
<td>Promotes socially sustainable certification status of multinational branded products</td>
<td>Builds platforms to promote alliances and collaboration between peer organizations</td>
<td>Promotes collaboration between producers</td>
<td>Focus on communicating commitment to social sustainability throughout supply chain</td>
<td>Completed audit reports shared with members on request</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 – Voluntary social sustainability assessment initiatives as sources of institutional pressure
Key findings

Coercive pressures

1. Coercive pressures mainly directed to firms already ‘subscribed’ to the assessment (risk of expulsion) – confirms previous studies in that coercive pressures arise from other organizations to which a firm is dependent.

2. Coercive pressures exerted to companies indirectly through media and consumers – demonstrates that an organization does not need to have direct coercive influence to emit coercive pressure.

With limited opportunities (due to power and access) to directly pressure companies to implement social sustainability assessment in their supply chains, the assessment initiatives operate indirectly through parties that have more power to pressure firms (such as retailers, media and consumers). Thus we propose:

Institutional pressures operate as chains, where entities (here assessment initiatives) with a sustainability agenda will apply coercive, normative and mimetic pressures to companies both directly and indirectly depending on their access, resources and power to exert such pressures.

Potential research questions

How can sustainability actors with limited power/resources/access mobilize other actors to encourage sustainability practices across supply chains?

- e.g. how could assessment initiatives work together with governments and universities to create coercive and normative pressures around social sustainability?

If institutional pressures operate as chains, with pressures being emitted indirectly via other actors such as media or business partners, do the pressures change?

- e.g. will a sustainability pressure ‘started’ by an assessment initiative lead to adoption of its competitors’ assessment once the pressure has passed through a number of different parties?

What paths do institutional pressures take to reach supply chains, and who are the actors and do they understand how they are being used as a channel to emit pressures to firms?

Mimetic pressures

1. Assessment initiatives target powerful/visible players to adopt assessment to create mimetic pressures.

2. Best practice cases are published to create models for mimicking.

Normative pressures

1. Normative pressures are not exerted through existing education channels but rather by own training of auditors.

2. Professional networks are a key channel for normative pressures as well as a two-way dialogue about the assessment criteria.

Table 4 – Key findings and potential research questions